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'60 Minutes' duo
at WSU tonight
by Gary Floyd
James X Kilpatrick's liberal ad
versary on 60 minutes is the
enlightened leftist, Nicholas Von
Hoffman.
New York City born. Von Hoff
man graduated from the University of Missouri, after which he
became affiliated with radical or
ganizer Saul Alinsky. Von Hoff
man's nationally syndicated
column, written under the aegis
of the Washington Pont, also
appears weekly in the Dayton
Daily New s
Armed with a wit one could
shave with. Von Hoffman unleashes verbal nematocysts on
Nixon, conservative dicta, and.
occasionally. James J Kilpatrick.
"Now Ja:k," Von Hoffman re
marked recently after hearing
his conservative c o u n t e r p a r t
blame ecology advocates as being
partly responsible for the energy
crunch, "don't go blaming the
Audobon Society for the gas
shortage."
But Von Hoffman is perhaps
most outspoken when he takes
issue with Nixon, who he often
refers to. tongue firmly in cheek,
as "President Truthful."
Nixon, Von Hoffman contend*.,
"is the first president to instill
the crudest features of big city
gangster machine in the White
House "
Von Hoffman is also author of a
book with the prophetic title "We
are the People Our Parents
Warned U» About."
Von Hoffman has been accorded
two of the most prestigous things
that can be given a liberal: Kudos
from Ramparts magazine, and
being branded a "dilletante" by
the Chicago Tribune.

by Garv Floyd
The right has no more eloquent
speaker than James Jackson Kilpatrick.
Kilpatrick. who will engage
Nicholas Von Hoffman in "Point
Counterpoint" Monday at 8 pm in
the gym, is best known for his
nationally syndicated column
(which runs in the Dayton Daily
News) and his weekly appear
ances on CBS's 60 Minutes.
Born in Oklahoma City 53 years
ago, Kilpatrick started his jour
nalistic career in Richmond, Vir
ginia in 1941. a career that has
seen him become a contributing
editor to William F Buckley's
National Review and frequent
visitor on Meet the Press
/ s an author. Kilpatrick has
championed conservative causes
in The Smut Peddlers, The
Sovereign and The Lasting
South which he co-edited.
As a political commentator from
the right, Kilpatrick says of
state's rights, "So long as the
I beams of the construction
remain undisturbed, the ravages
of federal encroachment may be
repaired."
And despite the fact he has
become disenchanted with Presi
dent Nixon since the Watergate
fiasco. Kilpatrick still praises the
Supreme Court of which Nixon
has appointed four members.
"A court," Kilpatrick wrote,
"marked not by brilliance but
common sense."
"It is nonsense," Kilpatrick
opined recently, "that as Nixon
goes so goes the Republican
p a r t y . Conservatives should
reject the silly notion that their
IContinued on page 6)
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1974 budget neither boom nor bust
by Tom Snyder
Budget planning for next year is
underway at Wright State and it
appears that, although things
aren't booming, the crunch that
hit last year will not reoccur.
According to Thomas Keller, di
rector of the Budget office, WSU
is looking to hold the line on next
year's budget. The only increase
being allowed for. according to
Keller, are for inflation, in
creased cost of benefits and pay
raises.
Keller indicated that nothing
written had bftep sent to the
various departments, but said
executive vice-president l)r
Andrew Spiegel h.-.s met with
deans, department chairers and
administrative heads and indicated to them expected income
levels and expenditure increases.
Keller said WSl' is projecting a
total Instructional and General
income for the main campus of
$20,272,000 for next year, two
million increase over this year's
figure.
Requests were supposed to be
into the Budget office by Friday,
February 22, but only 55 per cent
were in by that time, according
to Keller.
Keller did say liberal arts,
business and administration, and
education had submitted requests last week.
Beginning this week and lasting
until March 13, Assistant
Provost John Murray will meet
with deans of the various
academic colleges to discuss their

budget requests.
Murray will also meet with the
steering committee of Academic
Council.
"We'll be reviewing the budget
with the deans and the Steering
Committee." said Murray. "The
Steering Committee will be
asking for clarification and justification.
"It's essentially an exchange of
information." said Murray, "so
the Steering Committee will be
aware of what the academic
budget will be."
A budget review committee
which includes faculty members,
one student member, one staff
member, and members from the
steering committee will meet
with WSU vice presidents and
President Robert Kegerreis to
discuss budget requests, pro
jected income and state subsidy
for next year.
Faculty members of the com
mittee are chose by the steering
committee. 'That'll be the final
review." said Murray.
Spiegel said they will "probably
ask Student Caucus" to choose
the student this year.
Spiegel said the final budget
meeting with "he budget com
mittee will occur next month.
State subsidy is probably the
most important part of the bud
get. The amount is based on the
enrollment of full time equivalent students.
Keller said the initial projection
for next year's subsidy, based on
projected enrollment f ig u r e s

which in turn are based on past
enrollment, is for $11,040,000 in
state subsidies.
The initial projection for income
from student fees and tuition is
$6,811,000.
"Enrollment estimates is the
critical thing." said Keller.
Both of the initial projections
may be changed after subse
quent budget meetings.
"This year." said Keller, "enroll
ment's been better than antici
pated."
Student fees for the rest of this
year have been projected to
bring this year's fee income t.<
$6,627,855. or $140,000 over what
was "xpected.
The final figure for this year's
state subsidy is $482,000 over
what was expected. This figure
does not include the $70,000 that
the Ohio Board of Regents look
away from WSU's subsidy.
Miscellaneous income, which in
eludes things such as invest
ments and overhead for research
projects, is p r o j e c t e d al
$1,359,000 or $348,000 over the
expected amount.
Projected figures for total
income from miscellaneous stu
dent fees for this year is ex
pected to remain the same as the
initial projection of $350,300.
In ail. the projection for this
year's total income has increased
to $18,270,473. or $971,683 over
what was originally expected.
Increased expenditures will use
up nearly all of the increased in
IContinued on page 8)

Filio wins LA Caucus spot
by Frank Nalsburg
Paul Filio swept the special
election for liberal arts seat on
Student Caucus, winning over 50
per cent of the vote in a four candidate field.
A final ballot count released by
the election commission Friday
morning showed Filio with 54
votes out of 103 cast. Order of
the other candidates was: Ted
Low, 25; Kathie Brockman, 20;
and Gordon Porter, four.
Election Commission member
Rick Commingore said the vote
represented about ten per cent of
those eligible to vote.
Filio arrived just after the count
was completed and his first reaction on hearing the count was,
"I'm relieved."
He added. "I'm amazed I got
that many people. I really am."
Filio said his first action as a
Caucus member would be "to get
to know my constituency better,
to know what they're thinking,
and
maybe
to
start
a
newsletter."
The ballot count came a day
after challenges to the election
seemed a good bet.
A dispute over the original
decision of the commission not to
open the polls in the evening and
then its reversal of that decision
threatened to lead to appeals.
Associate Ombudser Eric Wag
ner arranged a meeting of Filio,
l.ow. Commingore, and Joanne
Risaeher, assistant dean of students, at which the issue was re-

solved without an app?sl.
All candidates, including !hose
not present (who had been
notified of the meeting), concurred.
The Commission's decision not
to open the polls was based on
the low voter turnout in the
previous special election this
quarter, and the scarcity of
evening liberal arts classes.

Filic protested this decision to
the Election Commission, which
then agreed to open the polls
Wednesday and Thursday even
ing.
Due to a mixup. however, no
body from the Election Commis
sior. was available Wednesdayevening to pick up the ballot box
stored in Security and the polls
.'Continued on page 61

Counter-point
r
Nicholas Von Hoffman,
liberal speaker, and James
J Kilpatrick, conservative
speaker, will debate tonight at 8 pm in the main
gym in the Artists and LecThe d e b a t e will be
p a t t e r n e d a f t e r their

At left are
both men.

J Kilpatrick
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Counseling Services has it all

by Sharon Watcrn
come aware of what kind of
Walk into the Counseling Ser- person they are.
vices office, located at 135
Zwetschke listed the testing
Oelman Hall, and you are hit that is done in the office. . .
square in the eyes by a sign "Within the testing function
plastered to the file cabinet under Counseling Services, we
which says, "If we don't have it. have the various university testyou don't need it."
ings thai are done, such as the
Couid they possibly have a American College Test (ACT),
magic powder that could cure all for incoming freshmen and
human ills?
transfer students; the Miller
Stay there for awhile and you'll Analogies Test (MAT), for
find any magic comes in a some
graduate education students; the
what different form than that of Admissions Test for Graduate
Cinderella's fairy godmother's Students in Business (ATGSB);
wand.
and the !,aw School exam
Dr Earl Zwetschke. Director of (LSAT). Also, at the present
Counseling Services, and Dr lime the Federal Civil Service
Marsha Emanuel, a counselor ,.n exam is being offered."
the staff, indicated there is no
The Credit by Examination pro
magician on the premises.
gram or "equivalency" tests
Emanuel pointed out the (both standardized and depart
purposes for ihe services mental I are available through the
provided. "We view ourselves in testing function handled by
terms of as a service to the Quatrano.
student body in the capacity of
This testing allows a student to
assisting individuals who come in earn by examination credit for in
seeking help privately or in a formation relevant to a particgroup "citing and also we see ular class or set of classes that he
ourselves in an educational
has acquired through practical
fashion, working with students work experiences or independent
on the master's level."
readings. So far a limited number
To assist Ihe students on of students have taken advancampus, there are five full lime tage of Ihis aspect of testing.
professionals in ihe counseling
A student new to Wright State
department. Besides Emanuel University and others who have
and Zwetschke, there is Dr been on campus for a time who
Lewis Qua Ira no. the Coordinator are undecided on which field they
of University Testing. Dr Darold should pursue may lake what is
Engebretson. also Director of ,'ommonly referred to as an
Counseling Services, and John
interest test. After results come
Clodfelter, counselor.
back, a member of the staff is
Emanuel explained that the in
available to discuss with the stu
dividual counseling services that
dent any strong areas thai have
ire offered take in students who manifested themselves.
want personal counseling and at
For this purpose the individual
limes deal with those who feel or group session can be utilized
they need assistance in educafor this discussion. The ACT test
tional or vocational decision
results on the undergraduate
making. "In mai.-y of these level may lie used in conjunction
cases," she said, "there are some
with the interest lest which
very rewarding experiences for could give clues to achievement
them."
of the student as well.
In a guidance counseling session
Marriage counseling is also the student has a chance to
available for s.aff or students examine his values, what life
who wish it. Zwetschke said that
style is eventually desired, and
a significant number of individ
pasv experiences acquired in
uals are taking advantage of thi« occupational study or leisure
service.
time study. Individual guidance
He went on to sav thai Ihe staff
is similar to the l.ife Planning
sees many more undergraduates
group.
in group sessions than those who
Fmanuel t.aid that she views the
desire individual assistance.
vocational sessions at. a time
There are now six groups in
when a student can pool all the
session this quarter. The num
information he/she can gather as
bers in 'ooth types of counseling
well as all the information tne in
sessions are pretty well divided.
dividual has known about
Four of those groups consists of
her him self, but may not have
sat dow n and really examined.
students who meet with staff
members who help them wiih
The whole gamut of information
can be used together with tesi
career and life planning concepts.
Students share not only their in
results lo determine what direc
terests. but ideas, values, and ex
lion a student should consider.
periences. Two other groups deai
The work involved could shed
with interpersonal awareness.
some light into a vocational
Individuals who participate learn
search.
more about themselves and be
Zwetschke mentioned that John

Clodfelter has been developing
what the department calls the
Educational Vocational Informa
tion Service, or "lape library."
This service is expected to be an
effective supplement to written
information on vocations as a
tape resource center.
Assisting Clodfelter is an under
graduate student, Shirley Beck,
who is presently working with
the deans of various colleges at
WSU to obtain pertinent criteria
from them a'j to what character
istics are expected sf a student
with a major in any one field.
Each "iepartment will have an in
dividual tape available. There is
a nc * accumulation of published
tap<-s also for this purpose.
I'art of the focus on these tapes
deals with giving as much infor
mation as possible about a department and what they have to
offer the student.
There is a prai licum program
throughout WSU for those students who are working on their
advanced mast IT'S degree in
counseling. At present, four students are working on ihe Oelman
hall staff.
Emanuel said the students are
developing skills in individual
counseling through actual practical experiences during the
quarter or two quarters they
spend in Ihe office. The depart
ir.ent also takes some students
w ho are doing group counseling
work, but they are not necessarily assigned lo the department.
Zwetschke commented . . . "Stu
dents may have a practicum
under someone else in group
counselor education but occasion
ally we have a need for someone
to work with us in a group situa
tion so we ask the Counselor Ed
ucation department lo give us
someone to assist as a group facilitator.
"We feel we ha vea commitment
to Ihe education of counselors
here on campus as well as our
major and foremost commitment
to help those members of the
student body, faculty and staff in
whatever ways they desire
help."
Their attempt to train a greater
number of competent counselors
allows the department lo provide
a larger university staff to
handle the growing campus
needs more efficiently.
There are two new programs
underway at present which
involve peer counseling and a
women's awareness group.
I'eer counseling on the recent

Deborah Duel I stands beneath a
of macrame siie
designed as part of the set for Samuel Beckett's one act plays.
Embers and t ome and Go.
agenda has been spotlighted with
organizing of Saturday morning
sessions for training of students
who work in a "helping capacity"
with other students such as resi
dent assistants and officers of or
ganizations on Ihe campus.
Clodfelter. Engebretson and
Joanne Risacher, Assistant Dean
of Students, have worked in the
recer.t past on developing a
model of training for peer counselors. Emphasis is placed upon
the individual's personal development of assistance skills that
they can call upon lo help other
students in any immediate situation.
The philosophy for ihis action is
that in certain situations many
students will talk problems out
with a friend or peer, who is
available and on the scene (in
many instances) before they
contact anyone else, regardless
of the nature or size of the prob
lent. The project development is
in cooperation with University
Division and Dean of Students
office.
Emanuel has had a special
interest in the counseling of

women in Ihe "now" society. Her
"Women's Awareness Group"
began on Friday of last week.
She commented. "I feel that
women have special concerns
they need an opportunity to
work through. One of the most
enlightening e x p e r i e n c e s - f o e
them is to share somfr <*omments
and ideals wiih other women in a
group setting and from that to
take a look at their own lives and
what direction ihey also wish
their lives lo take in direct relationship to today's society."
She went on lo say that in some
ways the group is similar to a
consciousness raising exper
ience. These groups are six
weeks in duration.
"Basically," Emanuel concluded,
"what we want is for every stu
dent and staff member to be fuily.
aware of the kinds of services we
are here to provide in the best;
way possible." •
**'
So. when you walk in someday,
ami read the same sign which
says. "!f we don't have it, you
don't need it." keep in mind that
is just exa- tly what they mean.

Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting I to 2 1 Work P r e g n a n c y
T e r m i n a t e d I5\ Lieensed P h y s i c i a n s
Immediate Arrangements
will he m a d e with n o hasr.el
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE

216-631-1557

Clerk reviews
minority
power
!>y Mike Graham
Don Crawford, clerk of the City
Commission and executive assistant to the City Commission, City
of Dayton lectured Wednesday
on "The Power Potential in the
Public Arena for Black Students."
Crawford said that there is a
power in being a minority.
A minority cannot determine
who will be president, he said,
but it can determine who wil! not
be president.
Crawford said the Blacks can u
nite in the big cities to decide
who will not be president.
He gave the example of
Chicago.which Mayor Daley was
instrumental in delivering to
Democratic candidate John
Kennedy helping him become
President.
Crawford said that there are
three ways to achieve power.
One way is to be the majority,
another is to control the wealth,
the third is to control the political
destiny of I he people or the
system said Crawford.
He said the first two are imprac
tical for Blacks now but urged
Blacks to consider the last alter
native.
Crawford said that Blacks
should not direct their attention
to glamourous elective jobs that
do not g.,t to the gut issue.
He said that small obscure bu
reaucratic jobs exist that get
things done in this country.
He riled as an example how

Dayton got the Model Cities program by going directly to a
bureaucrat who has two or three
positions below '.he Housing and
Urban Development director.
Shifting his attention somewhat
Crawford said that the patient
buffering in the nineteenth
century inevitably led to the tactics used in the sixties.
fie said the Revolutionary activity helped to get the Civil Right;
movement started.
Crawford said that he used to
try to change the heart of people
but now he war.ts to "get the system to respond to him" rather
i'nan get people to like, love or
understand him.
Next lecture
The Bolinga Black Cultural Resources Center at Wright State
University will sponsor a panel
discussion on "Blacks in the
Business World" at 2:10 pm on
Wednesday. March 6. in 112
Oelman Hall on the campus.
The panelists, who include black
business and community leaders,
will explore black business op
portunities and the directions
black sludents entering the business world should take. They will
discuss Ihe frequently cited rea
sons behind the failure of black
enterprises: a lac'X of support
from both black and white
patrons: an inability to secure
business loans in allegedly high
crime areas; and a shortage of
experienced black managers.

x
'
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CAFETERI A ALA CARTE LI\E

THURSDAY

MONDAY
Roast Turkey w/ bread

lcMvco

TO OKOERI)

dressing & grblet gravy.
Beef Noodle Casserole

TUESIOAY

TOP ROUND
OF BEEF aujus

Grilled Cube Steak w/
veg gravy, Beef Stew

WEDNESDAY
Fried Chicken
Ham ala King
& corn bread

r'DON'T
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Pork b Cabbage Crisp

FRIDAY
El Ranchero
Fish 'n' Chips

Steak Luncheon daily for
'FORGET! $1.99. Good for 25( off, j
* Mon, March 3 - Fri, March 8. '

Some people like singin' in the rain. Students had ample chance recently as rain and winds swept
the area.
|01t photo)

Veterans receive educational benefits
by Gail Snyder
"I'm a veteran: I oughta' get
more money." says Steve Leadingham. Vietnam veteran and
full time student at Wright State
University.
Leadingham, one of some 1.430
veterans al WSU. feels that the
monthly allowance rate alloted
veterans for higher educational
purposes is much too low.
"This rate." says June Blake,
Veterans Affairs Clerk, "is paid
according to the number of hours
they (the Veterans) take,
whether they're a graduate or
undergraduate, and their dependency."
Under the VA program, any
full time student with no depend
ents receive; $220 per month. If
the veteran is married, he
receives $261 per month; and if
there is one offspring, he
receives $298 monthly. For each
additional dependent over two.
$18 is added to the $298.
This monthly rate is "universal"
Blake said, and does not differ
even if the veteran goes to a
college with a higher tuition than
WSU's $260 fee.
In essence, if a veteran wishes
to go to a private school he will
need some other source of
income; but if he goes to a state
run college, such as WSU. he
profits.
However, veterans such as
Leadingham can receive othtr
assistance from the Veterans Administration. A wo-k study
program was started this fall by
the VA in which the veterin
recives a $250 advance pay in
return for 100 hours of "veteranrelated" work. The recipient
must be a full-time student.

1974 SUMMER TRAVEL PROGRAM TO EUROPE
DAILY SCHEDULED FLIGHTS TO MADRID. MALAGA [COSTA DEL SOLI, BARCELONA
TRAVEL PROGRAM SPONSORED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS
REGION VII

Even though this program is
open to all veterans in need of
more income. Leadingham. who
works in the Veterans Affairs
office for Blake, and Don Richarson. who works ir. the Counseling
Services for Darold Engebr.»t
son. are the only two currently
employed in the program.
The Veterans Affairs office is
not the only source of aid for
veterans attending WSU. Of the
many sludents on financial aid at
Wright State, ten percent of
them are veterans.
"But mostly they iinance their
education by part-time or
full time work." noted Blake.
Another new program, just
approved by Ohio voters in the
Nov. 1973 general election, entitles all Ohio servicepersons
who served on active duty in the
armed forces at any time
between August 5, 1964 and July
1, 1973. and all Ohio servicepersons who served on active
duty in Vietnam service between
February 28, 1961 and August 4.
1964, to a cash bonus.
For each month of active domes
tic service, each recipient would
be entitled to ten dollars, $15 for
each month of active foreign ser
vice, and $20 for each month of
active Vietnam service.
"The maximum cash bor.us any
servicepersons could receive
would be $500 unless he had been
designated by the Department of
Defense as a prisoner of war or
missing in action in which case he
would be entitled to $1,000." the
Vietnam Conflict bonus program
states.
An educational assistance bonus
is also offered in the program
which supposedly, >if the Gene-al
Assembly of Ohio deems appro
priatel, will be equal to twice the
amount of the cash bonus fo»
which the serviceperson is
qualified.
Only knowing at much as is
stated in Ohio Auditor Joseph T

Daily scheduled flights from Detroit. Columbus and Cleveland, via Boston, New York,
Washington or Montreal.
Round Trip Fares: From Cleveland, Detroit and Columbus $2&9
f r o m Boston, New York and Washington $249
Choo>.e any date of departure, stay up to end September, one to 20 weeks. Booking forms r.ow
available from Tom Bozell, Program Coordinator. Room 020, University Center. Brochures
available from February 22. Also available on February 22 booking forms for Student Railpass.
Youth Hotel information. iter-Europe student flights. Student I D. Cards, etc. You can break
journeys at any connecting city. Fly to Madrid, return from Malaga or vice versa. Flexibility on
regular flights, not charter flights.
COLLEGE TRAVEL SERVICES SUITE 204.771 YONGE STREET
TORONTO. CANADA TELEPHONE: 416 962 8464

Ferguson's report. Blake admits
that she is in the dark about the
educational assistance part of the
program until the state comes
through with more specific
information as to how the bonus
will be determined.
Blake does believe that all the
veterans at WSU are "interested
in this."
"My only job here at Wright
State is to help them through the
maze of paperwork." she addi-ii.
Any veteran desiring informa
tion about any VA programs at
WSU is welcome to atop by the
Veterans Affairs office. 178 Allyn
Hall. Applications for the Viet
nam Conflict bonus program
should be availbale starting
tomorrow.

Caucus passes our
faculty evaluations
Faculty/course evaluation questionnaires will be passed out
Wednesday and Thursday in
front of Allyn Hall cafeteria.
Rick Jeffrey, Business and Ad
ministration representative for
S t u d e n t Caucus, and Jim
Haughey, Education represenla
live for Caucus are on the facul
ty/course evaluation committee
set up by Student Caucus.
Other committee members are
Dan Nevin, Gary Hansen. Ann
Becker. Pat Hennessy. and Bob
Sweeney.
"These questionnaires will relay
to the committee what questions
in this subject the students feel
are important and what they
would like to know about a
specific instructor and course."
said Jeffrey in a news release.
Jeffrey believes the question
naire will give the committee "a
better understanding" of the
choice of questions on the formal
evaluation coming out in the
spri,.* quarter.

Attention Married Student*
North Lake Hills Cooperative Apartments
•
•
•
•
•

2 Bedroom Townhouses from $134 per mon. • utilities incl.
60 Day Lease
$100 Deposit
Troy Pike between Stanley A"e and Need more
Immediate Occupancy
For information, dial 233 7872

• Depending on income and family size...

Guardian
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Crackerjaeks anyone?
Although WSU is not faced with the budget
hacking that is going on at some universities
in Ohio, the shape that next year*; budget
takes is very important to students.
Therefore the GUARDIAN views with equal
parts of trepidation and hope the budget
review process that is now underway.
Although we have no evidence either way
we suspect student input on the departmental
ievel has been lamentably smail.
T h e GUARDIAN u r g e s t h a t t h e s t u d e n t v o i c e
b e h e a r d l o u d and c l e a r i n t h e f i n a l p r o c e s s
that will f i t all the pieces together.

Whether the one student voice being allowed in the process will be loud enough
remains to be seen.

at

I t w o u l d b e a s h a m e i f t h e WSU b u d g e t ,
least from the s t u d e n t s ' point of view,

looks like something the administration got
out of a crackerjack box.

Porno band wagon grows
lust about everyone is concerned about
p o r n o g r a p h y t h e s e d a y s : l a c k St a l e y . t h e t'TA,
t h e Ku Klux K l a r . , B i l l y . l a m e s l l a r g i s .
But i n a l l t h e a n t i - s m u t r h e t o r i c t h a t ' s
come down t h e p i k e t h e p a s t f e w w e e k s , w e ' v e
yet t o h e a r anyone g i v e even l i p s e r v i c e t o
w h a t we f e e l i s a f u n d a m e n t a l f r e e d o m - t h e
r i g h t of an a d u l t t o r e a d what he a n t s , where
h e w a n t s , and n o t t o b e lias s l e d w h i l e d o i n g
so.
I t n e v e r c e a s e s t o amaze u s what l i t t l e
c o n f i d e n c e s.i many h a v e i n t h e a v e r a g e p e r s o n .
I t ' s n o t w i t h o u t i r o n y t h a t many o f t h e samep e r s o n s who w o u l d t a k e s u c h a n i n n o c u o u s p u b l i c a t i o n l i k e Playboy o f f t h e shelves of
D a y t o n d r u g s t o r e s a r e t h e same f o l k who s c r e a m
t h a t any attempt t o e n f o r c e such t h i n g s as
c i v i l r i g h t s l e g i s l a t i o n a r e " i n f r i n g e m e n t s of
1ibert ies."
No i d e o l o g i c a l i n c o n s i s t a n c y t h e r e . . .

Thanks, whoever you are
Thank y o u , w h o e v e r you a r e o u t t h e r e , f o r
your c o n t r i b u t i o n to the fund to t e s t the
l e g a l i t y o f WSII's p o l i c y o f h o l d i n g a d i p l o ma f o r n o t p a y i n g p a r k i n g f e e s .
We s a y y o u , f i r s t p e r s o n s i n g u l a r , b e c a u s e
o n l y one p e r s o n on t h i s campus of o v e r 1 0 , 0 0 0
c a r e d t o show s u p p o r t by c o n t r i b u t i n g .
We w o u l d n ' t f e e l s o b a d a b o u t t h i s l a c k o f
i n t e r e s t , were it not f o r t h e f a c t t h a t one
need o n l y go a s f a r a s t h e n e a r e s t b a t c h o f
WSU s t u d e n t s t o h e a r b i t c h e s a b o u t t h e p a r k ing.
So a g a i n , w h o e v e r y o u a r e , t h a n k s .

Guardian welcomes letters

Guardian welcomes letters on any subject
l e t t e r s should be typed, double-spaced, signed with lull
name, and no longer than two pases.
We reserve the right to condense lor space.
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P/U minority report stinks
Today at its regular monthly
meeting. Academic Council will
decide whether to limit the num
ber of general education require
nients .students may take under
pass unsatisfactory to only three
courses.
However, two professors have
w r i t t e n a minority report
opposing the motion, and con
tending that pass/unsatisfactory
lovers the academic standards if
WSU.
Needless to say. their report is
bullshit.
P/U grading in general educa
tion courses does not represent a
lowering of academic standards.
It is an obvious option to the
political science major who hates
biology, ar.d does not want the
grade he gels, be it a C or a D. to
go on his accum. Or the biologymajor who hates English III. and
doesn't feel the poems of Walt
Whitman have anything to do
with his future vocation.
I'm not saying a political science
ma jo.- shouldn't know anything
about biology, or that a biology
major shouldn't know how !•>
write.
Bui why must students be sub
jected to boring classes which
they care little about, and have
poor grades forced onto their
CPAs when all that is really
needed for general education re
quirements is a pass cr a fail'.'
An alternative to the P/U
grading system in general educa
tion courses would be just not to
put grades for those courses onto
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a student's grade point average if
that student doesn't want them
there.
The only trouble with that is
t hat a grad school or an employer
would still be able to see that J initio got a D in biology.
So it really wouldn't make that
much difference.
These professors complain that
P. U grades in general education
courses cause a rise in grade
point averages.
But that is exactly what they
are meant to do. A student's
g r a d e point average should
never be affected by a bozo
general ed class that the student
must take.
Dr Ira Fritz, w ho supports the
minority repot t. says P / U
grading should only be used
where grading cannot be objec
lively evaluated.
Hut grading is never objectivelyevaluated.
In the first place, professors,
even on so-called objective tests,
pick and choose what will be on
the test.
That picking and choosing in
volves subjective reasoning,
which many times can be illogical
as hell.
And as for essays and term
papers, you show me someone
who thinks they can be objec
lively graded and I'll show you
someone who doesn'l grade
many essays or term papers.
Grades are all bullshit anyway.
If they mean so much to grad
schools and employers, then I'm
Tuese pcopue
usee KAMIKAZE*!
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sure individual students can de
cide for themselves if they should
have a grade or not.
I'mil someone invents a really
objective, fair way of grading,
then and only then shouid pro
lessors be able to use grades to
judge academic standards.
Only ->ne professor gave a good
documented argument against
P L' grading.
Or James Uarkins. who doesn't
support the minority report, but
does support the motion, said the
P I' option for the first two
years of a language has been a
"disaster."
He said in the last two years,
scores on the first review quiz in
his intro course had fallen from
an 80 86 average to an average of
60.
Vet. tf one is going to consider
low grade point averages as high
academic s t a n d a r d s , as the
minority report states. ;hen the
drop ia I)r Larkins' Spanish
quizzes represents a rising of
academic standards, the exact
opposite of what the minority report claims the P/U grading
system does.
If a rise of grade point averages
is a decline of academic stan
dards, then obviously, a lowering
of the average is a rise in aca
demic standards.
!t is only a small leap from there
to say, "Let's give everybody
2.5s so WSU can have high aca
demic standards."
One doesn't expect such mud
die headed thinking among
I'hDs.
But sometimes it is inevitable.
The option of pass/unsatisfac
lory grad'.ng should be freely
adopted by the university. As
such, it may be limited to general
education r e q u i r e m e n t s and
special seminar and graduate
courses.
Otherwise, let's do away with
the inadequate grading system
altogether. That to me seems the
most favorable option of all.

Vw'fh 4. 1974 >_>*>,<t«in 5

Large part of nation wishes to get rid of Nixon
I doubt if the public yet realizes the kind of
drama before it if the House impeaches President
Nixon, which now seems at least possible. Here
are the lines spoken on March 13. 1868, in the US
Senate:
The Chief Justice (Salmon [' Chase): "The
Sergeant-at-Arms will call the accused."
The Sergeant at-Arms: "Andrew Johnson. Pres
ident of the United States. Andrew Johnson.
President of the United States, appear and
answer the articles of impeachment exhibuea
against you by the House of Representatives of
the United States."
The chamber is jammed. The black-robed Chief
Justice escorted to his podium by a committee of
senators and facing the seven "Managers" (prose
cutors) and the entire House of Representatives
(who have come over, two by two, from their
legislative wing) intones.
"Make proclamation!"
The Sergeant at Arms: "Hear ye! Hear ye! All
persons are commanded to keep silence while the
Senate of the United States is sitting for the trial
of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against Andrew John
son. President of the United States."
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One rubs one's eyes. Is this possible in 1974?
These are the actui-l spine tingling words uttered
Hi that fateful day. One has to read thern. 1 think,
to make this incredible scene come alive. Will
William Wannal. the inconspicuous present day
Senate Sergeant at Arms from Montgomery
County. Md. twice repeat his tremendous sum
mons to "Richard Milhou.se Nixon to appear am!
answer" the House charges?
This possibility can no longer be dismissed. The
present betting is now, I think, three to one that
the House Judiciary committee will recommend
impeachment. It will hand down articles which
put a broad interpretation on that ambiguous
phrase "high crimes and misdemeanors." And the
House itself.' Most people here would say. 1 think,
th.'.t it's a toss up; there is certainly not a majority
for impeachment yet.
Hut the vole is not today, il's three or four
months off. after the Rodino committee's report,
after the three pending grand juries make their
reports, after the probably new White House con
fiontation with Special Prosecutor Jaworski.
after the prospective public testimony ot that
lethal witness with the >hoir hoy face. John W
Dean III.

TRB

new republic features syndicate
The brutal fact is ;hat a large part of the nation
and a majority of Congress would very much like
to get r>d of President Nixon, and substitute
J r r r y ford, if they only knew how. The anxiety of
House Republicans approaches panic. Barry
tioldwater sees a 10 percent drop in Republican
support if Mr Nixon remains in office without
raising his standing in the polls. That could be a
loss of 70 OOP House seats :i holocaust. Demo
rrats last week captured the "safe" House seat in
Michigan le(• vacant by Ford which Republicans
have held since 1911. It changed America's politi
cal climate Watergate killed us: I don't know of
..n.vthing else." despairing Michigan Republican
chairer William McUtughlin exclaimed. "I'm sure
we'll win. said Minority Leader Rhodes before the
election, "but we must win big." They lost. The
public is speaking un about Watergate.
House impeachment will probably depend on
how many Republican members join the expected
Democratic majority. They can pass the buck if
they want. They can argue that they seek to send
(he whole issue to the Senate to give Mr Nixon a
"lair trial:" the House will merely indict, let the
Senators say "guilty" or "not guilty!" Il is the line
of least resistance and probably the safest thing
for many Representatives.
We're lucky the reckless passions of 1868 don't
inflame the present crisis. Enemies of President
Johnson charged that he participated in the plot
against Lincoln. Squint-eyed Ben Butler of
Boston, one of the most despicable demagogues
America ever produced, charged, on the House
floor. (March 3. 1868) that President Johnson got
"into an open barouche with two abandoned
women, roaring drunk, and rode up and down
Pennsylvania Avenue. .
Whether then or since, the great bulk of Con
stitutional students conclude thai the Founding
Fathers meant just what ib-y said in giving the
broadest grounds for impeachment. "Acts that
undermine the integrity of government" is the
catchall definition which the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, puts on it. and the
Olympian Charles Evans Hughes once wrote, that
"according to the weight of opinion, impeachable

offenses include, not merely acts that are indict
able, but serious misbehavior."
Meanwhile, in another battleground here, it remains to be seen whether the Department of Ag
riculture, which arranged the Great Grain
Robbery with the Russians in 1973, hasn't come
up with a more serious blooper, a massive ferti
lizer shortage. Nobody doubts that we are going
to have a bumper corn and wheat harvest this
year. But thiti may not be enough. After a genera
tion of paying American farmers not to raise
crops the Administration responded to the abrupt
world food crisis by removing restrictions on
acreage, including some 40 million last year and
® million this year. But it made no arrangement
for more fertilizer. An enormous amount is
needed if the price of wheat, which has jumped
from $1.75 to$o a bushel, is ever to come down, or
if the world's poor nations are to be fed.
How much fertilizer? For city people it s hard to
appreciate. Imagine a 100 c»r train made up of
100 ton hopper cars. The train will handle 10.000
tons and as it rolls through the lonesome prairie
niuht it will be a mile long. A boy watching the
engine pass and c-'unting cars will wait three or
four minutes for the baboose. The new acreage increase for 1974 alone requires 400 solid train
loads of this fertilizer. And the earlier acreage
increase is yelling for fertilizer, too. The Fertilizer
Institute lobby declares that they must have more
gasoline, and fuel oil. and natural gas to make the
nitrogen fertilizer, and that the Administration is
grossly underestimating their needs. City people
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want gasoline, too and the Administration won't
ration. Every development of this sorl empha
sizes again, (he amazing interconnection of the
shrinking planet with its bounding population,
and the disorder latent in the new Age of Scar
city. Morocco and Tunisia, for example, two of the
biggest producers of phosphate rock (another fer
tilizer) in mid October suddenly jumped prices
183 percent! Foreign customers, says Edwin
Wheeler for the Fertilizer Institute, are "literally
tearing down the door to get American fertilizer."
But there isn't enough. He is oniy the latest to
note "the specter of starvation" in poorer
countries.
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Sexual peak: men, late teens, women late 20's

QUES: We are a group of students aged 25 to 27 and we are
having an argument about when
men and women reach their
"sexual peak." What exactly does
it inmn to have reached or
passed your sexual peak? Is it
concerned with frequency of
orgasm, intensity, or desire? Do
we have something to look forward to or is it all behind us?
I Signed by two married rouples
and a man and woman of unidentified marital status.)
ANSW: Material deaiing with
sexual peak tends to be directed
toward sexual interest and capacity for a high frequency of
orgasm in a given period of time.
Typically, it is said that a man in
his late teens to early twenties
has his greatest capacity for
repeated orgasms. He also tends
to be more easily aroused
sexually. Other evidence cited
for sexual peak at this afc* is fre
quency of masturbation and
nocturnal emissions (orgasm
during sleep).
The woman is usually describ"d
as developing a greater capacity
for orgasm and increased sexual

desire in her mid to late twenties
and for some womm this does
not occur until their early
thirties. There are women whose
interest and capacity for sexual
enjoyment increases even later
in life than that. Signs of sexual
peak include multiple orgasms,
orgasmic dreams, greater frequency of orgasm and greater
intensily of orgasm.
Among the bas : c differences oe
t-veen mer. and women is the
gi»ater importance of psycho^
logical factors and experiences ir.
determining initial sexual activity in men. In infrahuman
species, pa rail.-! findings in the
male can easily be demonstrated,
further supporting the notion
that factors other than socializa
tion determine how we function
-exually. At least in humans,
most males are more easily
aroused and respond to a greater
extent sexually at an earlier age
than most females. Capable of
being stimulated by fantasy, the
young man is also less dependent
in terms of sexual performance
upon the actual relationship with
tne woman he is involved with;

his hyperactive state and imagi
nation takes care of most things
if he has not had negative early
experiences. The youug woman
on the other hand, is more depen
dent in terms of sexual perform
ance upon the quality and nature
of tr.e relationship she is involved
in. It may be true that as she
matures and sexual interest in
creases, she may be less depen
dent on the relationship than she
had been.
People who have ignored the
interpersonal aspects of sexual
response have suggested that
older women would be better
partners for younger men in
terms of their sexual peaks. Of
course, the fact that they might
have little else in common, not
much to talk about, and no real
basis to relate to each other
tends to be ignored. S c u a l
enjoyment is highly dependent
upon the relationship between
the two people, so the fact that a
man might be past his theoretical
sexual peak really has very little
to do with sexual satisfaction. If a
relationship develops well, coup!cs in their late twenties often

find that they are t e t t e r matched
to each other sexually ifcun they
were in their early twenties and
sexual enjoyment is greater
There is also no real basis for
fear of decreased sexual
enjoyment as one ages. Those
people who are sexually active at
your age tend to remain sexually
active throughout their adult
years. Those people who have
become «-exually inactive in their
fifties, sixties and seventies are
often the ones who were never
very '.exually active when they
were in their twenties and
thirties.
Q: I have had a full beard for
shout the last three years. Within the last year or so the skin
under my beard has begun to itch
and particles have occasionally
flaked off. I shampoo the beard at
least twice a week with special
formula shampoos (o relieve dandruff and while itching might be
relieved for a few days, the skin
under my beard still appears dry
and flaky.
A: Obviously this is not a case of
habitual sloppy eating of pea
soup but rather a variation on
the dry flaky scalp, a condition
which is very common in the

winter but which is not dandruff.
In (he past, the cure 1 have re
commended is to periodically
fertilize one's scalp with olive oil
and w rap one's head in hot wet
towels for a couple of hours
followed by washing the whole
thing out with a mild shampoo.
Some shampoo products on the
market tend to be so drying that
they only make the condition
worse, so be careful.
I am sure the olive oil deal
w ould work well on your face but
there is a less odoriferous alter
native. Wash your beard
thoroughly and vigorously massage your face getting rid of as
many of the flakes as you can.
After you dry your face apply a
moisturizing lotion and rub it
into the skin. Any common run
of-the mill moisturizing lotion
sold to apply to hands and body
should work fine but you might
want to gel the least perfumed
one available.
University Center Corner
Did you know . . .
There is a piano in the
Upper Hearth Lounge for
your enjoy me o f
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Crackerjacks anyone?
Although WSU is not faced with the budget
hacking that is going on at some universities
in Ohio, the shape that next yeart budget
takes is very important to students.
Therefore the GUARDIAN' views with equal
parts of trepidation and hope the budget
review process that is now underway.
Although we have no evidence either way
we suspect student input on the departmental
level has been lamentably small.
The GUARDIAN urges that the student voice
be heard loud and clear in the final process
that will fit all the pieces together.
Whether the one student voice being allowed in the process will he loud enough
remains to be seen.
I t w o u l d b e a s h a m e i f t h e WSU b u d g e t ,
at l e a s t from the s t u d e n t s ' p o i n t of v i e w ,
looks l i k e something t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n got
out of a c r a c k e r j a c k box.

Porno band wagon grows
.lust about everyone is concerned about
p o r n o g r a p h y t h e s e d a y s : l a c k S t a l e y , t h e PTA,
t h e Ku K l u x K l a n , H i l l y . l a m e s H a r g i s .
But i n r . l l t h e a n t i - s m u t r h e t o r i c t h a t ' s
c o m e down t h e p i k e t h e p a s t f e w w e e k s , w e ' v e
yet to hear anyone give even l i p s e r v i c e to
w h a t we f e e l i s a f u n d a m e n t a l f r e e d o m - ther i g h t of an a d u l t t o r e a d what he a n t s , w h e r e
h e w a n t s , and not t o b e h a s s l e d w h i l e d o i n g
so.
It n e v e r c e a s e s t o amaze us what l i t t l e
c o n f i d e n c e s o many h a v e in t h e a v e r a g e p e r s o n .
I t ' s n o t w i t h o u t i r o n y t h a t man)' o f t h e s a m e
p e r s o n s who w o u l d t a k e s u c h a n i n n o c u o u s p u b l i c a t i o n l i k e Playboy o f f the s h e l v e s of
D a y t o n d r u g s t o r e s a r e t h e s a m e f o l k who s c r e a m
t h a t any attempt t o e n f o r c e such t h i n g s a s
c i v i l r i g h t s l e g i s l a t i o n a r e " i n f r i n g e m e n t s of
1iberties."
No i d e o l o g i c a l i n c o n s i s t a n c y t h e r e . . .

Thanks, whoever you are
Thank y o u , whoever you a r e o u t t h e r e , f o r
your c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e fund t e t e s t the
l e g a l i t y o f WSU's p o l i c y o f h o l d i n g a d i p l o ma f o r n o t p a y i n g p a r k i n g f e e s .
We s a y y o u , f i r s t p e r s o n s i n g u l a r , b e c a u s e
o n l y one p e r s o n on t h i s campus of o v e r 10,000
c a r e d t o show s u p p o r t by c o n t r i b u t i n g .
We w o u l d n ' t f e e l s o b a d a b o u t t h i s l a c k o f
i n t e r e s t , were it not f o r t h e f a c t t h a t one
need o n l y go a s f a r a s t h e n e a r e s t b a t c h o f
WSU s t u d e n t s t o h e a r b i t c h e s a b o u t t h e p a r k ing.
So a g a i n , w h o e v e r y o u a r e , t h a n k s .
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P/U minority report stinks
Today at its regular monthly
meeting. Academic Council will
decide whether to limit the num
her of general education requirements students may take under
pass unsatisfactory to only three
courses.
However, two professors have
w r i t t e n a minority r e p o r t
opposing ih>- motion, and con
lending that pass/unsatisfactory
lowers the academic standards of
WSU.
Needless to say. their report is
bullshit.
P/U grading in general educa
tion courses does not represent a
lowering of academic standards.
It is an obvious option to the
political science major who hates
biology, and does not want the
grade he gels, be it a C or a I). to
go on his accum. Or the biology
major who hates English III. and
doesn't feel the poems of Walt
Whitman have anything to do
with his future vocation.
I'm nol saying a political science
major shouldn't know anything
about biology, or that a biology
major shouldn't know how to
write.
But why must students be sub
jected to boring classes which
they care little about, and have
poor grades forced onto their
CPAs when all that is reall.v
needed lor general education requirements is a pass or a fail?
An alternative to the P/U
grading system in general educa
tion courses would be just not to
put grades for those courses onto
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a student's grade point average if
that student doesn't want them
there.
The only trouble with that is
that a grad school or an employer
would still be able to see til.-.! JIM'
Bio got a I) in biology.
So it really wouldn't make that
much difference.
These professors complain that
P/U grades in general education
courses cause a rise in grade
point averages.
Bui that is exactly what they
are meant to do. A student's
g r a d e point a v e r a g e should
never be affected by a bozo
general ed class that the student
must take.
I>r Ira Fritz, who supports the
minority r e p o r t , s a y s P / U
grading should only lie used
where grading cannot be objec
lively evaluated.
But grading is never objectively
evaluated.
In th'- first place, professors,
even on so-called objective tests,
pick and choose what will be on
the test.
That picking and choosing in
volves s u b j e c t i v e reasoning,
which many times can be illogical
a s hell.
And as for essays and term
papers, you show me someone
who thinks they can he objectively graded and I'll show you
someone who doesn't grade
many essays or term papers.
Grades are all bullshit anyway.
If Ihey fi.ean so much to grad
schools and employers, then I'm
.TUCM PtOPLE
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sure individual students can decide for themselves if they should
have a grade or nol.
Until someone invents a really
objective, fair way of grading,
then and only then should professors be able to use grades to
judge academic standards.
Only one professor gave a good
documented argument against
P/U grading.
I)r James Larkins, who doesn't
support the minority report, but
does support the motion, said the
P / U option for the first two
years of a language has been a
"disaster."
He said in the last two years,
scores on the first review quiz in
his intro course had fallen from
an 80-86 average to an average of
60.

Yet, if one is going to consider
low grade point averages as high
academic s t a n d a r d s , a s the
minority report states, then the
drop in I)r l,arkins" Spanish
quizzes represents a rising of
-academic standards, the exact
opposite of what the minority report claims the P /U grading
system does.
If a rise of grade point averages
is a decline of academic stan
dards, then obviously, a lowering
of the average is a rise in sea
demie standards.
It is only a small leap from there
to say, "Let's give everybody
2.5s so WSU can have high aca
demic standards."
One doesn't expect such mild
die headed t h i n k i n g among
PhDs.
But sometimes it is inevitable.
The option of pass/unsatisfac
lory grading should be freelyadopted by the university. As
such, it may be limited to general
education r e q u i r e m e n t s and
special seminar and graduate
courses.
Otherwise, let's do away with
the inadequate grading system
altogether. That to me seems the
most favor.i' !e option of all.
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Large part of nation wishes to get rid of Nixon
I doubt if the public yet realizes the kind of
drama before it if the House impeaches President
Nixon, which now seems at least possible. Here
are the lines spoken on March 13. 1868, in the US
Senate:
The Chief Justice (Salmon P Chase): "The
Serjeant-at-Arms will call the accused."
The Sergeant at Arms: "Andrew Johnson. President of the United States. Andrew Johnson.
President of the United States, appear and
answer the articles of impeachment exhiDiteo
against you by the House of Representatives of
the United States."
The chamber is jammed. The black-robed Chief
Justice escorted to his podium by a committee of
senators and facing the seven "Managers" (prose
cutors) and the entire House of Representatives
(who have come over, two by two. from their
legislative wing) intones,
"Make proclamation!"
The Sergeant at Arms: "Hear ye-! Hear ye! All
persons are commanded to keep silence while the
Senate of the United States is sitting for the trial
of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against Andrew John
son. President of the United States."

"One rubs one's eyes.
Is I his possible

in I') 71 ?

One rubs one's eyes. Is this possible in 1974?
These are the actual spine tingling words ottered
on that fateful day. One has to read them. I think,
to make this incredible scene come alive. V.'ill
William Wannal, the inconspicuous present day
Senate Sergeant at Arms from Montgomery
County, Md. twice repeat his tremendous surv
mons to "Richard Milhouse Nixon to appear and
answer" the Mouse charges?
This possibility can no longer be dismissed. The
present betting is now. 1 think, three-to-one that
the House Judiciary committee will recommend
impeachment. Il will hand down articles which
put a broad interpretation on that ambiguous
phrase "high crimes and misdemeanors." And the
llouse itself.' Most people here would say, 1 think,
that it's a toss-up: there is certainly not a majority
for impeachment yet.
But the vote is not today, it's three or four
month* off, after the Rosiino committee's report,
after the Miree pending >;rand juries make their
reports, after the profcsbl) new White House con
frontalion with Special Prosecutor Jaworski.
after the prospective public testimony of that
lethal witness with the choir boy face. John W
Dean III.

IRB

new republic features syndicate
The brutal fact is that a large pa' t of the nation
and a majority of Congress would very rryjrh like
to get rid of President Nixon, and substitute
Jerry Ford, if they only knev. how. The ar.\trty of
llouse Republicans approaches panic. Harry
Goldwater sees a 10 percr-nt drop in Republican
support if Mr Nixon re.-.iains in office without
raising his standing in the polls. That could be a
loss of 70 GOP House seats a holocaust. Demo
crats last week capti'red the "safe" House seat in
Michigan left vacant by Ford which Republicans
have held since 1911. It changed America's politi
cal climate. "Watergate killed us: I don't know of
anything else." despairing Michigan Republican
ehairer William Mclaughlin exclaimed. I'm sure
wi ll win. said Minority I-eader Rhodi", before the
election, "but we must win big." They lost. The
public is speaking up about Watergate.
House impeachment will probably depend on
how many Republican members join the expecUd
Democratic majority. They can pass the buck i.(
they want. They can argue that they seek to send
the whole issue lo the Senate to give Mr Nixon a
"fair trial:" the House will merely indict, let (he
Senators say "guilty" or "not guillv!" It is the line
of least resistance and probably the safest thing
for many Representatives.
We're lucky ihe reckless passions of 1 NHS don't
inflame the present crisis. Enemies of President
Johnson charged that he participated in the plot
against I.incoln. Squint eyed Ren Butler of
Boston, one of the most despicable demagogues
America ever produced, charged, on the House
floor. I March 3, 18ti8) that President Johnson got
"into an open barouche with two abandoned
women, roaring drunk, and rode up and down
Pennsylvania Avenue. .
Whether then 'jr since, the great bulk of Con
stitutional students conclude that the Founding
Fathers meant just whal they said in giving the
broadest grounds for impeachment. "Acts that
undermine the integrity of government" is the
catchall definition which the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, puts on it. and the
Olympian Charles Kvans Hughes once wrote, that
"according to the weight of opinion, impeachable

offenses include, not merely acts that are indict
able, but serious misbehavior."
Meanwhile, in another battleground here, it re
mains to be seen whether the Department of Ag
riculture. which arranged the Great Grain
Robbery with the Russians in 1973. hasn't come
up with a more serious blooper, a massive fertilizer shortage. Nobody doubts that we are going
to have a bumper corn and wheat harvest this
year. But this may not lie enough. After a genera
tion of paying American farmers not to raise
crops the Administration responded to the abrupt
world food crisis by removing restrictions on
acreage, including
40 million last year and
20 million this year. But it made no arrangement
for more fertilizer. An enormous amount is
needed if the price of wheat, which has jumped
from $1.75 to $5 a bushel, is ever to come down, or
if the world's poor nations are to be fed.
How much fertilizer? For city people it's hard to
appreciate. Imagine a lOO car train made up of
100 ton hopper cars. The train wili handle 10,000
tons and as it rolls through the lonesome prairie
night it will be a i!e long. A boy watching the
engine pass ane . iting cars will wait three or
four minutes for the baboose. The new acreage in
crease for 1974 alone requires 400 solid train
loads of this fertilizer. And the earlier acreage
increase is yelling for fertilizer, too. The Fertilizer
Institute lobby declares that they must have more
gasoline, and fuel oil. and natural gas to make the
nitrogen fertilizer, and that the Administration is
grossly underestimating their needs. City people

"The Fertilizer
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and furl oil. and natural
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fertilizer.
want gasoline, too and the Administration won't
ration. Every development of this sort emphasizes again, the amazing interconnection of the
shrinking planet with its bounding population.
:.nd the disorder latent in the new Age of Scar
city. Moi "Co and Tunisia, for example, two of the
biggest producers of phosphate rock (another fertilizer) in mid October suddenly jumped prices
183 percent! Foreign customers, says Edwin
Wheeler for the Fertilizer Institute, are "literally
tearing down the door to get American fertilizer."
But there isn't enough, lie is only the latest to
note "the specter of starvation" in poorer
countries.

Doctor's Bag:

Sexual peak: men, late teens, women late 20's

OI KS: We are a group of students aged 25 to 27 and we are
having an argument about when
men and women reach their
"sexual peak." What exactly does
it mean to have 'eached er
passed your sexual peak? Is it
concerned with frequency of
orgasm, intensity, or desire? Do
we have something to look forward to or is it ail behind us?
I Signed by two married couples
and a man and woman of unidentified marital status.]
ANSW: Material dealing with
sexual peak lends to be directed
toward sexual interest and capacity for a high frequency of
orgasm in a given period of time.
Typically, it is said that a man in
his late teens to early twenties
has his greatest capacity for
repeated orgasms. He also tends
to be more easily aroused
sexually. Other evidence cited
for sexual peak at this age is fre
quency of masturbation and
nocturnal emissions (orgasm
during sleep).
The woman is usually described
as developing a greater capacity
for orgasm and increased sexual

desire in her mid to late twenties
and for some women this does
not occur until their early
thirties. There are women whose
interest and capacity for sexual
enjoyment increases even later
in life than that. Signs of sexual
peak include multiple orgasms,
orgasmic dreams, greater fre
quency of orgasm and greater
intensity of orgasm.
Among the basic differences Be
tween men and women is the
greater impoitance of psychological factors and experiences in
determining initial sexual activity in men. In infrahuman
species, parallel findings in the
male can easily be demonstrated,
further supporting the notion
that factors other than socialization determine how we function
sexually. At least in humans,
most males are more easily
aroused and respond to a greater
extent sexually at an earlier age
than most females. Capable of
being stimulated by fantasy, the
young man is also less dependent
in terms of sexual performance
upon the actual relationship with
the women he is involved with;

his hyperactive state and imagi
nation takes care of most things
if he has not had negative early
experiences. The young woman
on the other hand, is more do pen
dent in terms of sexual perform
ance upon the quality and nature
of the relationship she is ir.volv.--d
in. It may be true thai as she
matures and sexual interest increases. she may be less depen
dent on the relationship than she
had been.

People who have ignored the
interpersonal aspects of sexual
response have suggested that
older women would be better
partners for younger men in
terms of their sexual peaks. Of
course, the fact that they might
have little else in common, not
much to talk about, and no real
basis to relate to each other
tends to be ignored. Sexual
enjoyment is highly dependent
upon the relationship between
the two people, so the fact that a
man might be past his theoretical
sexual peak really has very little
to do with sexual satisfaction. If a
relationship develops well, couples in their late twenties often

find that they are better matched
to each other sexually than they
were in their early twenties and
sexual enjoyment is greater.
There is also no real basis for
fear of decreased sexual
enjoyment as one ages. Those
people who are sexually active at
your age tend to remain sexually
active throughout their adult
years. Those people who have
become sexually inactive in their
fifties, sixties -nd seventies are
often the ones who were never
very sexually active when they
were in their twenties and
thirties.
(J: I have had a full beard for
about the last three years. Within the last year or so the skin
under my beard has begun to itch
and particles have occasionally
flaked off. I shampoo the be&rd at
least twice a week with special
formula shampocs to relieve dandruff and while itching might be
relieved for a few days, the skin
under my beard still appears dry
and flaky.
A: Obviously this is not a case of
habitual sloppy eating of pea
soup but rather a variation on
the dry flaky scalp, a condition
which is very common in the

winter but which is not dandruff.
In the past, ih-- cure i have re
commended is to periodically
fertilize one's scalp w ith olive oil
and wrap one's head in hot wet
towels for a couple of hours
followed by washing the whole
thing out with a mild shampoo.
Some shampoo products on the
market tend to be so drying that
they only make the condition
worse, so be careful.
I am sure the olive oil deal
would work well on your face but
there is a less odoriferous alter
native. Wash your beard
thoroughly and vigorously massage your face getting rid of as
many of the flakes as you can.
After you dry your face apply a
moisturizing lotion and rub it
into the skin. Any common run
of the mill moisturizing lotion
sold to apply to hands and bodyshould work fine but you might
want to get the least perfumed
one available.
University Center CornelDid you know . . .
There is a piano in the
Upper Hearth Lounge for
your enjoyment?
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Budget plans
[Continued from page 11
come projections, according to
Keller.
These increases from what was
originally expected have reduced
the projected surplus to
$291,282.
Expenditures in non instruc
tional and general areas increased liy $700,00, more than
wiping out the originally planned
surplus of $561,000. This 'paper'
deficit is being offset out of
increased income.
Budget authorizations from the
discretionary fund increased
$510,000. This included $51,000
for WSU's share of I he state
classified pay raises.
Increased budget authorizations for the rest of this year are
expected to total $214,601.
leaving only $46,678 of the nearly
$1 million in the increased in

1433-1436 Alberta St.
newly decorated, carpet,
etc. Summer vacancies for
12. 236-3552.

{Continued from page II
future is tied wilh the presi
dent's."
Political observation isn't Kil
Patrick's only virtue, fur his fliK.I
anil idyllic verbal portraits he
ofientimes paints of his Virginia
home in his column is some of the
bes> contemporary contributions
(<> American journalism.
ll is requisite in a democracy for
(he maintenance of a viable
liberal and conservative faction,
and as long as American con
servatism is viable. James .)
Kilpalrick will be at its
vanguard.

(Continued from page II
remained closed.
objected

to

the

opening of the pol's, stating he
wished to encourage people to
vote, but didn't like changing
rules in the middle of an election.
The compromise agreed on at
Thursday's meeting was to open
the polls that evening, and to
contact the people who had unsuccessfully tried to vote
Wednesday evening and give
them a chancc to vote.
Commingore said he felt the
Ombudser and Dean of Students
offices should both be thanked
for their help throughout the
election.

TAIRBOR^
CAMERA

Quality Photo Supplies and
equipment at Discount Prices

NIKON
P5NTAX
MAMIYA

MINOLTA

KONICA
6E11& HOWEll

VIVIIAR
KODAK
OLYMPUS
CANON

Darkroom
Supplies &
Equipment
14 E. MAIN ST.
878-4392
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For Sale: '61 Oldsmobile.
Good Firestone radials,
runs good, always starts,
new brakes. $125. See
David McElr&y. Room 236
A Dormitory.

For Sale: scuba equipment,
72 cubic inch tank with J
valve, back pack (quick release) 2 regulators, pressure guage, weight belt
with 6-2 lb weights (quick
release) wet suit (pants,
coat & head), vest, spear
gun, good condition good
price Call 252 5863.

(• -!•
Young woman age 22
desperately needs inexpen
sive housing near WSU.
Please call Nancy at
257-3241 or 257 2004.
Leave name and number.

i.arge room for rent, share
studio, bus lines, car pool,
share kitchen & bath with
art theater student. Mel
low atmosphere. $60 mon
includes utilities & phone.
Call Vickki 254 6937; work
ext 267 268 WSU.
I if./

Wanted: A set of encyclopedia. Call 263 1201.

Wanted: Active attractive
students to participate in
wesson oil party. Call
WBDI 426 0999.

i

Kered I,lams is Derek
Small backwards. Masliag

Wf'KK is low frequency.
Masliag
A gas
Masliav

Moving? Instead of hiring a
national moving company
employ 2 students, who
have 5 yrs exp. f o r a free
estimate, call 254 2316.
Ask for Peter Donnellan.

Is there any Aquxrisls out
there? I have about 30
black mollis tropical fish
that I've bred and raised
and want to give them
away. Call Steve. 299 1627.

Want to learn to tilav
piano? Need help with
notes? I can help. Nine
years teaching experience,
ten minutes from WSU.
reasonable r a t e s . Call
250 6550 any day after 3.

Caucus election
had

I I I ITT

WANTED

IM backwards.

Derek Small only smokes
roaches. Mas'iag

Duo tonight

LIT*

CLASSIFIED

t J:

Wanted: People who love
hockey to buy tickets for
the Dayton Geins. March
24th game with Columbus.
For ticket sales informa
tion call 837 2994.

Driving Instructors, part
time. Must have minimum
5 years driving experience,
valid o p e r a t o r s license,
neat appearance. Call
222 2861 between i 3 pm
only.

;

Pound: Men's watch in
locker room of PK Bldg
2/25/74. Describe it and
it's yours. Call Lloyd at ext
618.
Lost: Shopping bag with
books on poetry in Univer
sity Center. Call David
Smith, ext 656.

I "ZWdf

Two people need ride west
(Idaho or Washington)
March 16th, .-all Suv
879-2369. Please.

Roomkrap is Park moor
backwards. Masliag

Is it Shirley? Is it Shirley?
Is it Shirley? Is it Shirley?
Is i; Shirley? Is it Shirley?
Is it Shirley? Is it Shirley?
Is it Shirley? Is it Shirjpv?
Try saying that stoned.
Teleia. The Lohnes Four.

Like to party'?? Then call
the WSU Parly Hotline to
day' 426 7120 or 256-9585
or 275 2976.

Want to make more friends
at WSU? Throw a party!
Call the WSU Party Hot
line and we'll send as many
good looking girls or guys
as you request (no limit!!)
Note: Please give us at
least two (21 days notice.
426-7120 256-9585 275 2976

Congratulations to Pat &
Phil arrival of 8 lb Alex
2/27. From Music & Theatre Depts and especially
vour friend Mark

Garage Sale: four students
moving out. Must sell all
cheap. Two households.
Living room, dining room,
bedroom furniture rugs,
records, textbooks, etc.
Sat Sun 9 6 (Mar 2 & 3),
2799 W Knon Rd. corner Rt
235 & W Knon Rd.

For Sale: pool table. 3
cubs, bridge and all acces.
4 leg and 3 lied levelers.
$55: automatic radio car 8
track tape player, bracket
and all wires. $25. Call
236 5924 or 667 6785 ask
for BOB
For Sale: 650 CFM Holly
Spread Bore. Fits Chevy
manifold, used only three
weeks. $45. Call 276 9146,
ask for Mike or Butch 7 am
6 pm.

For Sale: Cannon Camera,
45mm I 9. Like new. $50.
Call Clyde at 263 8689.
Violin for sale
!65,
excellent condition, lots of
hair on bow, plus rosin,
plus rase. Call Pat or Phil
Everling 252 6356, 1367
Tabor Apt B

6 week old puppies, mixed
breed. 4 females, spaniels.
Call 233 2411.

18'A foot Vega canoe,
weight 68 pounds, retailed
for $300. Sale includes two
peter storm racing vests.
$30 each; Douglas hand
made paddles. $23 and $21:
roof racks, cast aluminum,
vinal dipped. Will carry
two canoes or t h r e e
kayaks. Total amount $350
for all. Contact Bill Pounds
at 878-1094 or 433-3649.

For Sale: 1973 Cuda; PS &
PB. 4 speed, air condi
tioned. AM/FM stereo,
rallve wheels. 15 mpg. Best
offer, phone 275-2276.

For Sale: Hockey Tickets:
Dayton Gems vs Columbus
Owls. Sunday. March 24. at
7 pm. All tickets available.
Call 837-2994.

For Sale: antique sleigh,
excellent condition.
767 7150.
For Sale: drum set. Dixie
brass, floor torn, and
tomtom ludwig super
snare, hi hat. w cymballs
and two symballs with
stands. $150 mint condition
134 4081.

For Sale: full set of golf
clubs including 14 woods.
$100. 431 4081.

For Sale: Rabbit and pen.
Gray and white Dutch
buck. 1 yr old. Phone
429 0370.

For Sale: 1965 Ford Mus
tang. 2 plus 2 Fastback.
289, 4 barrel, 4 speed.
Rally Pak. black. US Mags,
call 256 2476.
For Sale: Playboys, Pent
house and Oui magazines,
36 total. All recent. Call
848-8140.

F or Sale: '68 Camaro.
$1400. Fourteen coat
laquer paint job iblackl,
pro stock and chrome
wheels. Body in excellent
condition and engine and
drivvline in A l running
order. Call 276 9146, ask
for Mike or Butch. 7 am6
pm.
Huinidilier: f u r n a c e
mount, unused, must sell
for school money, cost
$129.50, will sell for $70
(cheap). Can install upon
request. 864 14S0 a f t e r
6:30

For Sale: 61 Chev wagon,
body shot, motor good,
verv reliable, $100. Call
2755450.
Snow Tires (21: VW
560x15. black, one winter
left. $10.00. 864 1490 after
6:30
RADIAL TIRES (2) VW
165x15. black rayon belted.
About 5000 miles left. $15.
Call 864 1490 after 6:30.

For Sale: 1939 John Deer
Model "A" Tractor, over
hauled $150. 7-767-1440.

For Sale: 1970 Renault 10
Iaiw milage. 34 miles per
gallon Call 1 767 1440.
For Sale: 1967 Chevy
Impala very nice, 18 miles
per gallon. $400. 1 767 1440

For Sale 1950 Chevy pick
up truck, really good engine. $75. 1 767 1440

Super Garage Sale: in
lovely Yellow Springs Sat,
March 2. 228 N High St.

Registered Quarter Horses
for sale: live month old bay
colt out of Tackroom Biil
and a Sugar Bars marc.
Nice conformation. Moves
and handles himself very
well. Good prospect in an
english or western. Looks
like he has definite athletic
ability. Tackroom Bill is an
,UJHA Champion, and hss
produced several outstand
ing get of which one won
the 1972 Pleasure Futurity
at the Quarter Horse
Congress. Sugar
Hill
Farms.

Time to Improve: remem
ber horse and rider work
as a team. If you're not
satisfied with your present
combination, perhaps
"horse and rider" need additional instruction. . .Con
tact Mrs Wm J Pounds
Sugar Hill Farm, at
878 1094 or 433 3649.
Saddle seat. Forward seat.
Stock seat.
Registered quarter horses
for sale; own son of Poco
Red Ant. Sorrel, nine year
mare with white blaze,
stands 15 3. Thoroughbred
cross with good muscling
and fine legged. Deep in
the heart girth, accom
panied by a well extended
trot. An excellent hunter,
hunter hack or jumping
prospect. Contact: Mrs
Wm J Pounds. Sugar Hill
Farm, at 878 1094 or
433 3649.

Registered quarter horses
for sale: own son of Poco
Red Ant. Sorrel, nine year
old gelding, stands 14 3
and has ROM in reining,
three halter points and
three pleasure points. Poco
Red Hoss was trained and
shown by Bill Horn to the
number two reining horse,
(as a three year old) in the
state of Ohio. Thus horse
has been shown success
fully in Western ami >
lish (jumps five h
Excelk-nt young activi
horse.

Godspell Trip
lota Omega inducts

University Center Board
has organized a bus trip to
Cincinnati to see the
national touring produc
tion ol Godspell at the Shu
bqrt theatre Tuesday at 8
pm.
Orchestra seats are $3.75
and mezzanine seals are
$3.50. The price includes
round trip transportation.
Seats are normally $6 and
$5.50.
Tickets are available at
the University Center
Ticket Counter :r. the
lobby.

Iota Omega, the Wright
State University chapter
of Sigma Delta Pi, national
Spanish honorary, will
induct eight new initiates
tomorrow.
Membership is open to
students majoring in any
subject who have demon
strated excellence in both
Spanish and their entire
university
curriculum,
have completed or are en
rolled in a third year
Spanish or Spanish American literature course, and
are endorsed by the
Spanish teaching faculty.

I'CB Ticket Counter
The following tickets are
now on sale at the University Center Ticket Coun
ter:
Gedapell charter trip
Shubert theatre. Cincin
nati. Tuesday; Orchestra
$3.75, mezzanine $3 50
Seals and Croft March
13, 7:30 pm Hara Arena:
Reserved $5

Women i Center

Miami Valley Hoetel Club

So now you're liberated
do you have to burn your
bra? leave your husband?
apply to law schooi?
Dayton area women will
have the opportunity to
dir.euss these and more
serious questions about 'he
implications of the wo
men's liberation movement
when ihe Women's Center
community forum series
begins on March 4 at 8 pm.

The Miami Valley Hostel
Club will conduct a
meeting Monday, March
II, 1974 at 7:30 pm at the
Red Cross Building. 370 W
First Street. Dayton to
acquaint residents with
American Youth Hostels.
The public is invited.
There will be displays of
equipment used in bicycl
ing. canoeing, hiking and
caving.

'Hendrix'
b\ Wayne Wenning

Sorority Gets New (Hficers
Yesterday. Alpha Xi
Delta installed new officers
for (he 1974 75 year.
They a r e : President,
Susan Rasmussen: VicePresident, Paula Bockstedt; Membership Chair
e r . Belinua
Masters;
Pledge T r a i n e r . Beth
Simons; Treasurer. Connie
Pulliam; Quill Chairer.
Mary Tee Ewing; Recording Secretary. Kathy (Jeer;
Corresponding Secretary,
J e r i l y n Potts; Journal
Correspondent, Alisa Ko
walski; Historian. Robin
Reynolds: Chaplain, Jamie
Gregory; Marshall. Ann
Becker: and Ritual Chair
er, Ellen Von Greverz.

Bio. Health Club
The Biological and Health
Sciences Club will meet
Wed from 12 to 1 pm in 346
Millett. A trailer meeting
will be held Thurs front
12:15 to 1:45 pin in 372
Millet t.
Notice to (Graduates
Graduate Student Representative, Dennis Cochran,
will be in the new Sludent
Caucus Information Center
in Allyn Kail on Mon and
Wed nights until 9 pm,

&
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News Shorts

Vzi/rsi

King'. . .

The no
ia kick has really hi!
the m-»
Ther.-' The Wsv We Mere (or
the over 40 crowd, and American
Graffiti for ihe 25 35 sel. And
now a flick's hit town that'll
recall the good ole days for ihe
college age group.
A l-ilm About Jin.>i Hendrix,
now playing at the Victoria
Opera House, is almost certain lo
make you wonder where the
time's gone. 1 went to see
Hendrix Wednesday night, and 1
spent half Ihe time leaning over
lo my companion and asking
aloud if il's been lhal long.
There's Hendrix at Woodstock
I it's almost five years now)
playing the Star Spangled Ban
ner. Hendrix al ihe Isle of
Wight festival in Kngland in 1970
playing the guitar with his teeth.
It almost seems a quaint
anachronism now. considering
the strides (either forward or
backwards dependin; on your
opinion) some rock group? have
taken in their performance on
slage.
But the big shocker for me in
watching Hendrix was the
curious mixture of how old the
film made me feel and how much
things have remained the same.
Stumbling out of the theatre. I
saw a boy wearing a letter jacket
with ihe numbers '76 on the

25° 50' WO
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king*Siz<>
Pizza

Large

I ' i 7. X I I

Bring the whole family, your friends, or come by
yourself, to < •sxano I'iua Kings every Tuesday for
Family Day! It's a great way to enjoy that delirious
Casseno hearth b&ked pizza and save money at the
same time! Eat-in or carry-out!
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PIZZA KIMG

*K \ P i z z a K i n g
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Cheap Seats
Tickets a-i now available
at the University Center
ticket counter for the
March 24 Dayton Gems Columbus Owls hockey
game.
The receipts for the game
will go to the Trotwood
Madison Twp rescue
squad. .The money earned
by the squad will go towards a coronary rare unit
purchase.

a nostalgia
sleeve. My god. he couldn't have
been in more than the sixth
grade when Hendrix died in
1970.
Yet. the film also has a small
clip from a Hendrix appearance
on the Dick Cavett show. Sitting
right next to Jimi. flashing his
besi Dr Marcus Welby is Robert
Young. Doe Welby's endured
while Jimi's gone.
Besides its nostalgic qualities,
there's an unsatisfactory feeling
to the Hendrix documentary. I'v e
seen I hi4 same show before. Only
it was about, say. Lyndon
Johnson or Harry l r u m a n
instead of Hendrix.
The people being interviewed
aren't the same. Instead of
Averill Harrimar. or Hubert
Humphrey. Hendrix gives Ihe
viewer Mick J a g g e r . P e t e r
Tow nsend. or a couple of tough
street dudes saying what a swell
guy Jirni was.
At one point in the film.
Hendrix's father comes on and
says one lime he asxe-d Jimi to
sweep the room. When he came
back, he found the room unswept
and broom straws all over the
floor. Jimi has been pretending
Ihe broom was a guitar and
playing it.
All of the interviews seemed
like that one.
Almost everyone interviewed in
the film (including Little

TUESDAY IS
fflMILYDOT!

Sin a l l
Pizxii
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trip

Richard, who's thrown in tor
comic relief) really don't talk
aboul Hendrix the person. In
stead, it's Ihe Superslar. who
lives fast and gives his money
away. Or Hendrix the guitar
player.
Bui Hendrix the guitar player is
more than enough to satisfy, as
the 12 lo 13 concert numbers ll
lost count) bear oul. They range
in quality from grainy, black and
white with garage band sound to
cinema ver-'e color, high fidelity,
but all of them, as Lou Reed says
during Ihe film, prove "what a
bitching guitar player" Hendrix
was.
That's w hat the audience at the
Vic came to see anyway. As the
screen credits were rolling at the
end of the film, nobody left. The
background music was Hendrix
playing.

Rhodes grants
discriminatory
iCPS)
American college en
dorsements of "male only"
Rhodes scholarship applicants
may be illegal under the 1972
Education Amendment, accord
ing to a spokesperson for ihe Department of Health. Education
and Welfare tHEW).
Title IX of the Education
Amendment bars sex discrimi
nation bv educational institutions
receiving feueral financial assist
a nee.
A school's endorsement of men
only in compliance with Cecil S
Rhedes's will
consequently
couH be construed as a violation
of HEW stipulations prohibiting
unequal distribulion of benefits
to students on the basis of sex.
An act of the British Parliament
would be necessary lo change the
will stipulations.

WE NEED YOU!
Meet Bob Clark, WSU Graduate Assistant
Hello! My name is Bob Clark. I am a senior at Wright State
University majoring in biology and I am attending the Reserve
Officers Training Corps program at the University of Dayton
through the Dayton Miami Valley Consortium.
I started the ROTC Program as a junior by attending the
basic camp at Fort Knox Kentucky and then enrolling in the
Advanced Corps I Junior and Senior years) ROTC. In my-junior
year of ROTC I applied for and was awarded a full two year
scholarship that paid for tuition, books, fees, and $100 a month
for 10 months of each school year. My senior year has been
devoted to duties as the Cadet Battalion Commander, the
senior cadet officer in the ROTC Unit.
After I graduate I hope to go or. to medical school on another
army scholarship and then enter the army as a doctor.
For experience and professional training Army ROTC can't
be beat!

CHECK OUT THE 2 YEAR ROTC PROGRAM:
VISIT UD ROTC OR CALL 222 229 3326

PLASMA DONOR
No Appointment
No long Wait
Reg Nurses in Donor Room
OPEN 7:30 am • 3:15 pm
HON thru FRI.

AMERICAN
BLOOD
COMPONEN,

(formerly Bio International)

840 Main St
223-0424
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Sports Scope
dennis geehan
Wilh the Super Bowl, the United States lays claim to the title
"world champions of professional football."
A group of sports minded entrepreneurs last summer began plans
for expanding the professional football circut by creating the World
Football League. The WFL in theory will know no national
boundaries fielding teams anywhere in the world, provided the
necessary capital and interest are generated by potential franchises.
It really is about time that the rapidly expanding sport of football
included international competition. And the WFL has sought such ex
pansion by attempting to foster, in addition to US competitors, a
franchise in Toronto, Canada. This particular franchise would be most
interesting to Dayton area sports enthusiasts since the University of
Dayton's own grid coach John McVay hss consented to coach the
team.
Yet, the Canadian government has moved to block the establishment of such a franchise claiming an American based operation would
endanger the economic boon that Canadian Football poses to our
northern neighbor.
Why then does the Canadian government decide to make its stand
in professional football? After all, the Canadians have imported their
televised football to the US through the TVS network for those of us
who could receive the remote UHF stations that picked it up. It seems
a bit selfish that the Canadians should reap a percentage of the
television profits of their own league and then f lock attempts at international competition in the sport.
Unfortunately, only the Canadian officials involved seem to know
the whole motivation behind this tactic.
For the moment though, we can take a closer look at just what the
WFL will mean to football fans
First, the WFL means more football games an.! a Linger football
season since TVS has contracted to air a 20 week schedule cf games
beginning in mid July, as if the football season were not already long
enough. This saturation may be an advertising firm's dream, but it
certainly makes things a bit more dreary for die hard grid fans who
complain about long seasons but don't want to miss any of the action
for fear of missing out on Monday lunch hour conversations.
Second, the WFL means that viewers can expect to see a cheaper
calibre of football team as the National Football League. Canadian
Footba'.i League, and the WFL will all compete for graduating
collegiate jocks. It will become increasingly difficult to field teams
with the concentration of talent that the old Green Bay Packers or the
Miami Dolphins have boasted.
Though the above ramifications are somewhat negative, there will
be n definite advantage to the expansion of football. The NFL will
now he faced with the ultimatium to implemenl long requested rule
changes to pick up the dragging pace of professional football. Finally,
we may see the return of the two-point conversion. And at long last,
the NFL may allow "sudden death" play in all games to eliminate ties.
Whatever the outcome, the growth of the WFL will prove interest
ing. Will the Canadian Football League finally settle up with the NFL
to play of. for a more valid world title? Will the WFL lay claim to
challenge the victor of the NFL Super Bowl as well? Will McVay ever
forget UD to find happiness, glamor, and success in Toronto?

LAUCH
ALL THE MAST
TO THE
HMDSAMK.

mm

WSl"s first-year grapplers lost their last match to Bowling Green. 47-6.
(Holovack photo)

Bowling highlights i-M action
by I>e»nis Geehan
Well its that time of the monthf
again, time to review the fascinating world of intramural sports
at Wright State University,
As we roll down the list of
ongoing I-M events it becomes
evident that I-M bowiing has
not yet had its di.y in the
Guardian.
The ten pin enthusiasts are divided into two leagues, the allmale Green League and the
female Gold League.
With two nights of competition
remaining as of February 19. the
Pore ol Profs dominate the Green
League with a 40 8 record and a
three-game series average of
968. The Profs also feature t rank
Lasola the league's outstanding
individual bowler with a 196
average per game. Trailing the
Profs are A7.X (36 12), the Moons
(32-24), Pi Kappa Alpha (26 22).
F o r f e i t s (24 24). Engineering

I

FAM TYPING SERVICE
Term Papers
252-1941

Club (24 24). the Suns (20-28).
Phi Kappa Tau (20-28). and Newman (2-54).
Of the six Gold I>eague teams,
the Lady Bugs are tops having
won 44 games to 12 losses, with
an 828 average. Following closely
are Kappa Wienersnitzel (38-18)
and Just Us (3t> 20).
Further back in the Gold
League are Troop 303 (29 27). the
No-Knocks (25-31), and the
not-so-well done Ohio Fried Tur
keys (5-51). While the Turkeys
have been basted royally in team
competition,^ spc s Debbie
Atkins whose 164 game average
is highest in the league.
Saturday the WSU I-M Depart
ment sponsored a wrestling meet
open to students not competing
on the varsity level.
Of the 10 participating teams,
the Ohio Fried Turkeys redeemed their poor bowling
record capturing the team
wrestling title with 34 points,
including three wins, two entries
placing second and one third.
The only other two-figure
finishers were Joe's Bar with 19
points and E Hortno with 15.
Points were awarded on the
following basis: 1st place-7
points; 2nd olace-5 noints: 3rd

Attention Harried Students
Village Co-op Apartment"

place-3 points; and 4th place 1
point.
Individually, Mark Potter and
Jerry Cole pinned all of their
opponents, while Mike Sabin,
Robert Jackson, and Al Ketring
won their final eliminations by
pins.

JV's f a i l
to M o r e
by Dave Stickel
Notorious shooting from the
field proved the downfall of the
7-5 Raider junior varsity men's
basketball team as it lost a close
71 69 decision to the 12-2 Rebel
JV's.
The Raiders made only 28 of 80
field goals for a poor 35 percent
accuracy compared to the Rebels
excellent 52 percent mark in the
orelude to Tuesday's varsity tilt.
Freshperson Jim Hough led the
Raider attack with 22 points as
the Raiders prepare for their last
game of the season against
Cedarville Saturday night at 5:45
pm prior to the varsity main
event.
UPTOWN FLEA MARKET
Rear 420 N. Main Street
Open on Saturday & Sunday.
$4.00 a booth, call Rita or
George 222-8198 or 837 6268.

2 Bedrooms from $109 per mon, . including utilities
Just off Rte 202 (Troy Pike) l'/i miles North of Needmcre
(Immediately north of Imperial Heights Shopping Center)
• Immediate Occupancy
• For information, dial 236 2602
EARN UP TO J80CVERY MONTH, JUST FOR LIVING

• Depending on income and family size...

YOU JOIN OUR IMPOR'ANT PLASMA PROGRAM AND
DONATE BLOOD WHENEVER YOU HAVE THE TIME
IT LL TAKE YOU ONLY M HOURS TWICE A WEEK
IT S SAFE IT'S SIMPLE. JUST RELAX, WATCH
TELEVISION OR STUDY
YOU LL HE HELPING YOUR FHIENDS ANO NEIGHBORS.
YOUR COUNTRY. YOUR COMMUNITY ANO YOURSELF
COME BY OR CALL US NOW BECAUSE

febtoodafliance

Co-ed Volleyball for single
adults - Wednesday, 7-9
pm. Page Manor Elein.
School Gym. For information call 2i'3-5201, ext. 37
between 2-5 pm weekdays.

MN WANTED
It's a woman's right to make
hei own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential.
No fee.

Coll- BIRTHRIGHT Counseling
223-3446

PREGNANCY?

American family planning™
is a hospital-a'filiiii f organization offering
• all
alternatives to an unwanted pregnancy
For
information in your area
call:
Call 12151449-2006
AMERICAN FAMILY
PLANNING

A Medical Servict to Hetp-YoQ

